
 

Website Listings 

 

BEST PRACTICES - WEBSITE LISTINGS 

Objective: Foster clear and relevant information by managing internal data, ultimately resulting in 

consumer conversion for South Walton partners. Current Goal: Update or purge information which has 

been migrated from past databases into the current platform. Support Bed Tax Collectors (BTC) and 

Visitor-Facing Businesses in maintaining current information. 

Summary: A dynamic website which inspires the consumer to visit will ultimately be effective if the 

information delivered to the consumer is considered to be of high quality, up to date and is overall a 

great resource. 

Goal: Provide the potential South Walton consumer with relevant information leading to selection of 

local accommodations 

Why should you invest the time in uploading your listing(s)? 

 It's FREE to you.  

 It helps Visit South Walton tell your story to journalists 

 It helps consumers find information about your business  

 It helps build the reputation of South Walton as the premier travel destination  

FAQ - ACCOMMODATIONS 

What about rental agencies that manage multiple units or venues? 

Rental Agencies are of course encouraged to list. However being a rental agency company 

located in neighborhood “A” and appearing in a location search result for neighborhood “B” is 

not allowed. 

Your Rental Agency listing is referred to as a “Parent Listing.” Additionally, you'll be able to enter 

your individual units as “Child Listings,” which will allow you to edit all accounts (parent and 

children) with only one Partner Extranet username and password. 

Your Parent Listing should be a general company description of your rental agency and offerings. 

The address on this Parent Account should represent the neighborhood which your physical 

public “store front” is located, not a listing of all bedroom sizes, etc. as this will make search 

results inaccurate. 



 

Company Logo Use - Your Company Logo should be loaded into your single Parental Listing, 

nowhere else. 

Weddings and Meetings - Each wedding and meeting venue qualifies for its own listing page. All 

details about conference rooms, capacities, event venues, etc. should be entered under the 

respective "wedding" or "meeting" amenity tab under the Parent Account, as the “company” is 

almost always the approved representative of such facilities versus a specific accommodation 

unit (Child Listing). Partner Approach: You may note that [unit name] followed by [rental 

company] is how some partners have chosen to title Child Listings. “Great Condo Name by 

ABCD Rentals.” We recommend this approach. 

When a company has dozens or hundreds of units, what then? 

The goal is to present options to the potential consumer through search results, from which they 

can click directly through to your reservations webpage. On your pages, the user can 

explore/book specific availability and experience your entire inventory. So, you should approach 

your TDC Child Listings as being representative of what is available in specific neighborhoods 

(not necessarily a verbatim listing of each individual unit you represent). There is no limit as to 

how many individual properties or Child Listing you may have, but keep in mind that it is your 

responsibility to keep this information current. For this reason, we recommend no more than five 

properties or Child Listings for each beach neighborhood. 

TIME SAVER – If you have many units and understand that detailing each one will not improve 

the user's experience nor the effectiveness of your overall product, use a Guide of Five. You 

have placed your general information in your Parent Listing – contact information, location, and 

description. Then include Child Listings for up to five rental units per neighborhood with details 

specific to the respective unit such as number of bedrooms and bathrooms, whether the property 

is gulf-front or pet-friendly, pool facility, etc. 

Remember the intent is to maintain data that tourists value. Inaccurate search results will prevent 

the site from being utilized by potential visitors which the TDC has endeavored to cultivate to 

this point; Results which DO share available options in each neighborhood will build confidence 

in all listings, including yours, if accurate. 

Wouldn't it be quicker to just indicate all my company’s holdings and all the possible 

accommodations in the single Parental Listing regardless of the neighborhoods, so my 

company always appears in every search result? 

This would ultimately deter conversion through the Visit South Walton website to yours, and the 

consumer will not be getting useful information. Consider this, the consumer searches for a 

three-bedroom gulf-front in a specific neighborhood. Your company/Parental Listing indicates 



 

you have accommodations in the requested neighborhood - but you don’t specifically have a 

three bedroom or perhaps not a gulf-front. The consumer sought a place to call their home away 

from home and the result includes your “company” listing as opposed to an appealing, tangible 

three bedroom rental accommodation with photos and details fitting their interest. 

I have only one great rental unit, so how do I handle the Parental/Child listings? 

You will have a Parent Listing with all your information, amenities, and images specific to your 

unit. Your single Parent Listing will appear among all qualifying search results alongside other 

units that also fit the consumer's search criteria. We don’t recommend making your #1 photo 

your company logo if you have one. We suggest a flattering image of the rental unit and consider 

the use of the logo as an additional image. 

FAQ – SOUTH WALTON BUSINESSES 

What is considered a Visitor-Facing Business? 

All business listings are found under Visit South Walton's "Things to Do" section. This section is 

comprised of six categories that each contain respective subcategories, all of which have been 

determined to be valuable information frequently sought by consumers. At this time, your 

business must fall into at least one of the following listing categories and subcategories to qualify 

as a Visitor-Facing Business and to be listed on our website. If you believe we have not been 

inclusive of your business that is of value to visitors, please contact us and we'll be happy to see 

if a customization can be made for you.  

Dining: Restaurants, Catering, Grocery/Meal Delivery 

Arts & Culture: Artists, Classes, Galleries, Music Venues, Theaters 

Explore Outdoors: Biking, Eco Tours, Equestrian, Hiking, Parks 

Sports & Adrenaline: Arcades, Adrenaline, Fitness, Golf, Tennis 

Water Fun: Beach Wheel Chairs, Bonfires, Canoe, Chairs & Umbrellas, Kayak, Parasail, 

Pontoon Boats, Sailboats, Stand Up Paddle (SUP) Boarding, Surf, Wakeboard, Water Ski, Wave 

runners 

Shopping & Services: Airport Shuttles, Antiques, Beauty & Fragrance, Books & Music, Clothing 

& Accessories, Farmer's Market, Golf Carts, Grocery/Wine, Jewelry, Kids/Babies, Pet Supply, 

Photography, Shoes, Shopping Center, Souvenir, Spa, Specialty 

  



 

WEBSITE LISTING SPECS: 

 Listing Description (copy) must be 1500 characters or less, including spaces. 

 Logos must be 500 x 500 pixels (perfect square) or it will cause a display error on the website. 

 Images for Parent or Child listings may be of the exterior, interior, view from the unit, and/or 

amenities that are included. Do not use regional photography, logos, images with any text, clip 

art, stock images. 

 Images for Parent (company/group) listings adhere to the same standard as for single/Child 

listings but encourage the use of your official company logo as the first image. 

 Images must be 1200 pixels wide by 900 pixels high, a minimum of 72 PPI and JPG or PNG 

format. 

 URL Address used to forward traffic to your site may include dynamic coding. 

 Only accommodation partners in good standing with the Tourist Development Tax Department 

or Visitor-Facing Businesses located in South Walton may maintain a website listing 

 

 

Data Removal: Occasionally, to include platform launches, public notification will be given regarding 

data reviews and purges. During such needs, Bed Tax Collectors and South Walton Visitor-Facing 

Businesses will be alerted to review, update or confirm that their content is up to date. When an ample 

period for review has passed (public notifications), the untouched or unconfirmed content will be 

considered abandon and thus deactivated by website administrators. 

 

!! Warning !! For companies with multiple Partner Extranet users, be certain only your responsible 

parties update website listing content. Any updates submitted via the Partner Extranet portal will be 

approved by VSW as long as the information is comprehensive and not in direct conflict with the South 

Walton brand. Inadvertent losses of data caused by an Extranet user updating or over-writing listing or 

account information cannot be recovered.  

 


